IN-VEHICLE EQUIPMENT

DRIVER DEVICE WITH SOFT METER & BACKSEAT PASSENGER INTERFACE

TRIP DISPATCH

SHARED-RIDE MANIFESTS

BACKSEAT PAYMENT PROCESSING

DIGITAL PAYMENT

BRING-YOUR-OWN DEVICE
No taxi dispatch system is complete without the proper in-vehicle equipment. The vehicle is where your passengers get the most exposure to your business. IT Curves’ Driver App with Soft Meter and Backseat Passenger Interface provides the intelligent communication your passengers—and drivers—need for reliable and convenient service from the time a driver starts their day to the last passenger leaving the vehicle.

Our In-Vehicle Equipment solutions completes the cycle of providing transportation service with a comprehensive front seat driver interface for trip dispatch and communications, soft-meter for simplified business models, and backseat passenger interface for collecting payment and displaying image and video content for passengers.

**INTRODUCTION**

- Multiple payment methods including Tap-to-Pay, EMV chip, smart phone app, cash, and magnetic strip reader
- Large 7” full color screen for vibrant display
- View route to destination, ETA, or enter a new destination for easy driver navigation
- View videos and images of local info, entertainment, and advertisements
- Enter email or phone number to receive a digital receipt
- View driver ID and company info
- Add driver tip by percent or flat value
- Rate service quality at the end of the trip

**POWER TO THE PASSENGER**

**EXCEEDS REGULATIONS**

- Our Backseat interface meets some of the toughest requirements for city jurisdictions, including the District of Columbia.
- Sensitive credit card data is stored with the processor, not in the dispatch system
- Audio speech enabled for the visually impaired
- Emergency buttons for passenger to discreetly request assistance from police, medical, or fire departments
- Display and update public service announcements (PSA) and safety information
- Automatic taxi domelight on/off
Driver Application

Smart App Features
- Displays detailed customer/trip information
- Wall trips for driver to self-dispatch
- Direct dispatch or bidding system
- List of zones and upcoming trips
- Manifest list breakdown in order of stops
- Digital Signature Capture available
- Integrated with Centroyne and Pulsar meters, receipt printers, and credit card swipers via Bluetooth
- Available for tablets and driver’s smart phones from the app store for iPhone and Android

Communication Between Riders, Drivers, and Dispatchers
- Automated “Call Out” message to rider on arrival
- Push notifications alert riders with smart phone apps
- Drivers and Riders can call directly with masked ID
- Push-to-Talk with Dispatchers to replace costly digital radio equipment
- Schedule regular text messages to drivers
- Pre-define messages for Drivers to quickly send to dispatchers

Soft Taxi Meter

Flexible Fare
- Reliable calculations approved by regulators
- Multiple payment rates per corporate account
- Fare can be calculated in advance
- Calculate subsidy and co-pay
- Add pre-defined Extra fees, and Wait Time
- Displays pertinent information such as Time, Distance, Surcharge, and Extra Charges
- Add driver tip
- Enter promotional codes & credits for full or partial fare payment